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SHENZEN TOP LEAD TAKES PART IN THE “CANTON FAIR” IN CHINA 

 
On 14/4/2008, DIONIC Group of Companies, in the context of promoting its products 
and services, participated in the internationally recognized "Canton Fair" imports-exports 
exhibition in China, through its subsidiary company, Shenzen Top Lead, with a view to 
promote in the world market two great product categories, Plug’N’Play® και τα Seccam®. 
 
In the internationally recognized exhibition "China Import and Export Fair (Canton Fair)", 
which is one of the oldest and biggest trade organizations worldwide, Shenzen Top Lead, 
seated in Hong Kong, will participate  with the promotion of 2 branded product 
categories, plug n plays (computer accessories /game machines) and seccams (security 
systems). More specifically, the home entertainments products and PlugNPlay 
accessories are manufactured so as to comply with the strictest European safety 
specifications for products addressed, primarily, to children and are covered by long-
term good operation guarantee up to two years. PlugNPlays (videogames controls and 
pilots, console and PC connection cables etc.) are a reliable, aesthetically perfect and, at 
the same time, affordable proposal in the Home Entertainment sector. At the same time, 
the SECCAM monitoring systems of high quality specifications and ultra-modern 
technology include external and internal use cameras supporting infrared lighting for 
night vision for up to 70 meters' distance. They are also equipped with multifocal lenses 
with external calibration capacity. All SECCAM products have the CE, FCC, RoHs 
certificates required. 
 
It’s worth noting that the Shenzen Top Lead subsidiary transacts in the distribution of 
consumer products (computer accessories, game machines, computer consumables etc.) 
with its own trademarks (PlugNPlay, seccam etc) in the global market, while it has 
concluded strong partnerships with great companies manufacturing consumer products 
and devices (electronic – digital products) in China, which have been selected based on a 
series of strict quality assurance and distribution specification compliance criteria 
worldwide (certified with CE/ROHS, TUV). 
 
By closely monitoring the international market evolutions, DIONIC takes active part in 
industrial organizations of global interest, further developing its network of partners and 
expanding, at the same time, its broad clientele basis.  
 
DIONIC’s participation in the significant Canton Fair exhibition underlines its constant 
focus on its strategy for developing its activity and its partnerships regarding transfer 
and distribution of branded products and services in several business and specialization 
sectors. 
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